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Instructional Manual
Aerotube
Inflatable Screens

Caution:
Read and follow all instructions
given in this manual to achieve
maximum safety and
performance.

The following pages are giving
you step by step instructions for
setup and storage procedure.

Important: Never pressurize
the Aerotube tubular elements
above the recommended
pressure of 6 psi. Check the
pressure gauge during the
filling of the tubes.

ι  Warning
Failure to follow all
manufacturer instructions could
result in personal injury and/or
property damage.
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Product overview

Aerotube Inflatable Movie Screens are shipped as a ready-
to-use package that contains everything needed. Please
read the detailed description under setup.
No tools required.

Aerotube - Structural elements
Aerotube pneumatic tubing is manufactured out of several
layers of molecularly highly stabilized film. In order to protect
the surface we added a Polyurethane coated protection
layer on top. The outer layer will take environmental impacts
like pulling over ground or scratches to the surface. However
please be careful with sharp objects in order to avoid
puncturing of the tubing.

Frame and Support Structure
There are two main components. The frame for the screen
and the support structure. Before inflation frame and support
structure are connected with straps and carabiners.

Inflation manifold
Unfold the envelope (wind deflector) upside down with the
tubing already in place. You need clear space for the full
length of the unfolded structure. Fold according to setup
description and connect the inflation device first on to the
frame and then to the manifold of the support structure.

General safety information
The operational pressure if defined with 5-6 PSI (35-45
kPa). Our High performance Inflator-Deflator will reach 2.5 –
3.0 PSI, If higher pressure is needed top pressure with
regular air compressor.
Never pressurize the tubing higher than 6 PSI. Never
leave air compressor unattended while filling the tubes!!
Each tube is pre tested using 10 PSI at the factory. The
burst pressure is > 14 PSI. Our high safety range gives you
the peace of mind in using Aerotube pneumatic Systems.

Important information:
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Setup Instructions (Part 1)

Unfold the envelope of the support structure Straighten out the complete support structure
with the surface upside down.

The tube end with 90 degree elbows on it are
the tubes running on the bottom. For use on
rough ground use the vinyl stripes underneath
or a big tarp.

There are five saddle bags to weigh down the
support structure at the outer end. With winds
from the rear the weight should be put on before
folding the rear surface on top of the bottom
beams.

With two people pick up the covered part of the
support structure in the middle and fold it in
over the beams with the elbows on it. The
distance from the end of the beams and the
end of the folding is the height of the screen,
around 17 feet. Next fold the vertical running
support beams over the folded back. Connect
the two tube ends of the five support beams to
the inflator manifold

Layout the rolled up tube for the frame around
the support structure and connect the
carabiners hanging on the straps of the frame
tube to the quick links of the straps on the
support structure.
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Setup Instructions (Part 2)

Connect tube ends of frame and inflate
with Inflator.

Attach screen with shock cords all around
the frame.

Connect the 5 vertical running support
beams with shock cords to the frame of
the screen.

Inflate support structure with inflator. The
screen is self erecting under calm wind
conditions.

After screen is up, secure with ropes
and the filled saddlebags to counteract
the lifting force of rear winds. During
the deflation fold the rear surface
towards the screen. This is the only
position for easy reinflation and self
erection.

After use deflate frame and support tubes
and disconnect one side of the t-
connection on the frame. Close the open
side with one of the yellow caps. This way
the deflation can continue during the
folding procedure of the frame.
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Setup Instructions (Part 3)

Roll up the frame tube and fold screen
together.

Fold support structure together with all
tube ends folded  to the top of the back
covering.

Operation
AEROTUBE inflatable systems are usable up to certain
wind conditions. Wind direction, fluctuation and the kind of
anchoring to the ground determine the possible wind load.
Your AEROTUBE Screen will be safe even under light
winds following a few simple considerations:
Winds from the open sides are easier to take then front or
rear winds. Front winds have to be handled with the saddle
bag weights behind the screen and ropes from the upper
end of the frame.
Rear winds should be handled with as much ballast weight
as possible using the 5 saddle bags. Weight could also be
applied to the vinyl ends of the rear surface.

The manufacturer warranty does not apply to damage
based on overexposure to severe weather!

Maintenance
AEROTUBE structures are literally maintenance-free.
None of its parts need any kind of special treatment beside
careful handling and protection from sharp objects.

Support
For any question on setup or maintenance please call us at
1 877 477 4787.

Important information:
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Limited Warranty
Aerotube elements are guaranteed for 3 years against
defects caused by manufacturing imperfection. Tubular
elements will be replaced free of charge during the warranty
if sent back to us and the cause was not through
environmental impact like puncturing or overexposure to the
elements. The company will repair or replace any part found
to be defective in material or workmanship upon
examination by Aerotube Technology LLC.
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Diagram to folding of wind deflector and support beams:
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